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Introduction 
The first non-trivial classifications of some classes of low-dimensional nilpotent Lie 
algebra are due to Umlauf. In his thesis [21] (Leipzig, 1891), he presented the list 
of nilpotent Lie algebras of dimension m 5 6. He gave also the list of nilpotent Lie 
algebras of dimension m 5 9 admitting a basis (&,X1,. . . ,Xm_l) with [&Xi] =&+I 
for i = 1 , . . . , m - 2 (now, the nilpotent Lie algebras with this property are called filiform 
Lie algebras). Umlauf’s list of filiform Lie algebras is exact only for dimensions m < 7; 
in dimensions 8 and 9 this list contains errors and it is incomplete. 
The importance of nilpotent Lie algebras in classification’s problems and many of 
its applications in different domains of mathematics and physics contribute to come 
back to study this class of Lie algebras over the last years (see the bibliography). 
Unfortunately, many of these papers are based on direct computations (by hand) and 
the complexity of those computations leads frequently to errors. We remark that the 
first exact classification of the nilpotent complex Lie algebras in dimension m 5 6 
is probably due to Vergne [23]. She also showed the important role of filiform Lie 
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algebras, terminology introduced by herself, in the study of variety of nilpotent Lie 
algebras laws. 
Recently, a new invariant has been introduced by Goze to study nilpotent Lie alge- 
bras. Let g be a nilpotent Lie algebra. Let gz(X) be the ordered sequence of Jordan 
block’s dimensions of nilpotent operator ad(X), where X E g. In the set of these se- 
quences, we consider the lexicographical order. Then the sequence 
is an invariant of g. A m-dimensional Lie algebra g is filiform if and only if the 
invariant of Goze gz(g) is (m - 1,l). Using this invariant, Ancochea and Goze gave 
the classification of nilpotent Lie algebras in dimension 7 [2] and the classification 
of filiform Lie algebras in dimension 8 [l]. For a presentation of this problem, see 
[12]. The list [l] contains some errors and it has been corrected by the authors [3] 
and by Selley [20]. Using the method of Ancochea and Goze, Gomez, Echarte [9], 
Boza et al. [4] gave the classification of filiform Lie algebras in dimension 9 and 10. 
The method of Ancochea and Goze, very well adapted for dimension 8, has been 
transformed in very complex computations in dimensions 9 and 10. And again the 
lists [4,9] are incomplete and we can eliminate many parameters. In this way, the 130 
families of the list [4] may be reduce to less than 65. In Section 4.2 we give some 
details of our remarks. 
According to [ 131 filiform Lie algebras share some common properties starting in 
dimension 12. This suggest to study separately filiform Lie algebras for dimensions 
2 12 and to do a detailed study when dimension is 2 11. 
In this paper, using an approach of Vergne [23] and one of authors [ 131 we develop 
the method of Ancochea and Goze [l] introducing the notion of elementary changes of 
basis. This approach permits to simplify the calculations and to have finally a complete 
classification up to isomorphisms of all complex filiform Lie algebras of dimension m 
with m < 11. 
We suppose, in this paper, that all Lie algebras are defined over the field of complex 
numbers. 
1. Filiform lie algebras 
1.1. Generality 
In this subsection we resume some results about filiform Lie algebras obtained in 
P31. 
Let g be an m-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra and let 
w”g3%Fg>.. .> Gvlg > GPg = 0, 
be the descending central sequence of g, where V”g = g, @g = [g, &‘g], 1 5 i < p. 
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The integer p is called nilindex of g if %‘Pg = 0 but VP-‘g # 0. 
Definition 1.1. The Lie algebra g is called jiliform if dim gkg = m-k - 1 for 1 5 k 5 
m - 1. 
We remark that in filiform Lie algebras m - 1 is an upperbound to the nilindex. And 
only filiform Lie algebras have the maximum nilindex, therefore filiform Lie algebras 
are considered to be the “less” nilpotent Lie algebras. 
Example. (1) Let L, be the (n + 1 )-dimensional Lie algebra defined by 
PG,x;l =xi+1, i= l,...,n - 1, 
where (&Xi,. . . ,X,) is a basis of L, (the undefined brackets being zero). This is, in 
a certain manner, the simplest filiform Lie algebra. 
(2) Let n = 2k + 1 be an odd integer and let Q,, be the (n + 1)-dimensional Lie 
algebra defined in the basis (X&Xl,. . . ,X,) by 
[.&,Xj]=X+i, i= l,..., n - 1, 
[&X,_i]=(-l)‘X,, i=l,..., k. 
This is a filiform Lie algebra. In the basis (Zs,Zr ,... ,Z,), where Zo =X0 +X1, Zi =Xi, 
i= l,... ,IZ, this Lie algebra is defined by 
[Zl),Zi]=Zi+r, i=l,..., n-2, 
[Zi,Zn_i]=(-l)‘Zn, i=l,..., k. 
We note that any (n + 1 )-dimensional filiform Lie algebra is isomorphic to a linear 
deformation of L, [ 131: 
Let A be the set of pairs of integers (k, Y) such that 1 < k 5 n - 1, 2k + 1 < Y < n 
(if n is odd we suppose that A contains also the pair ((n - 1)/2,n)). For any element 
(k, Y) E A, we can associate the 2-cocycle for the Chevalley cohomology of L, with 
coefficients in the adjoint module denoted Yk,Yk,r and defined by 
IYk,,r(x,&)= - IYk,r(~,~)=(-l)k-i~k=klI~+/+r--Zk-l, 
if 1 5 i 5 k <j < n and ‘u,,(Xi,Xj) = 0 otherwise. We remark that these formulas for 
Yk,Yk,r reSUlt Finn the conditions: 
IYk,,r(Xk,Xk+l) =x,, &,u,, E ~2(‘%,-bz)~ 
Let 5% be the variety of filiform Lie algebras laws in a m-dimensional vectorial space. 
Any (n + 1)-dimensional filiform Lie algebra law p E %+i is isomorphic to p. + Y, 
where ,UO is the law of L, and Y is a 2-cocycle defined by 
Y= c ak,ryk,,r, 
(k,r) E A 
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and verifying the relation Y o Y = 0 with 
YJo WV%+ wQ,Y~,~) + ‘YWYJM + ‘yvc?~hY). 
A basis (X0,X,, . . . ,X,) of an (n + 1 )-dimensional filiform Lie algebra with law p is 
called adapted, if 
Lemma 1.2. Ail brackets of an (n + 1 )-dimensional_filiform Lie algebra in an adapted 
basis (X0, XI , . . .,X,) are determined by the brackets 
FGEd = q&4 + al,S5 +. . . + al+-4-L 
[&&l =a2,&6 + a2,lX7 f . . . + a2,n-&, 
[&,-&+ll=ak,&k+2 + ak,l&k+3 + . ’ ’ + ak,2k-2& 
where k = l(n - W&l. If n is odd we have the supplementary bracket 
&z--1)/2,~(n+1)/21 = qn-1)/2,n xc. 
1.2. Adapted changes of bases 
It is clear that we have a non-uniqueness of an adapted basis for a filiform Lie 
algebra. This suggest to study the behaviour of changes of the adapted bases. 
Let p be a filiform Lie algebra law given in an (n + 1 )-dimensional vector space V 
and let (X0,X1,. . . ,X,) be an adapted basis. 
Lemma 1.3. Let f E GL( V) be an isomorphism of V such that the basis 
(f(xo>Y f(Z), * - - J-WA) 
is adapted Then 
i 
f(&) = a&0 + al& + . . * + anXn, 
f(&> = h& + ... + bn.&, 
f(X) = bUGG0kfG-~ I), 2 5 i I n, 
where a0 bl # 0. 
Proof. Let 
f(Xo) = a& + aA + . - a + a,X,, 
f(Xl) = b& + bl& + . . n + b,X,. 
Then 
f(x,)=[f(x,),f(X~>I=(aobl - aboW + ~c$$, 
j>3 
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and we have 
f(xi)=[f(xo),f(x-l)l= a;-2(aobl - q&I)& + c 44 
j>i+l 
for all i 2 3, with aa # 0, a& - arba # 0, because p is filiform. So, 
PUG6 1, fW2)) = bo(aoh - albow + c 44. 
j>4 
This relation is only possible if bo = 0; indeed, if ba # 0 we have 
~(f(~l),f(X2))=~f(X3)+C~f(~), 
24 
with il # 0, and the basis (f(&), f(Xi ), . . . , f(&)) is not adapted. 0 
Conversely, an arbitrary choice of numbers us,. . . , a,, bl,. . . , b,, with uobl # 0, deter- 
mines an element f E GL( V) such that the basis (f(&), f(& ), . . . , f(&)) is adapted. 
Definition 1.4. Let p E %+I( I’). A change of basis f E GL( V) is called adapted (to 
the law p) if the image of an adapted basis is an adapted basis. 
It is clear that every f E GE(V) adapted to p also is adapted for every p’ E %+I( I’). 
The closed subgroup of the group GL( V) composed of all adapted changes of basis 
will be denoted G&(V). 
Corollary 1.5. dim GL,d( V) = 2n + 1. 
Remark 1. In the terminology of paper [l], an element of GL,d( V) corresponds to a 
change of characteristic vector (when aa # 0 and ai # 0 for some 1 2 i < n) and of 
a Jordan basis for ad& (when a0 = 1, ui = 0, 1 5 i 5 n). 
1.3. The elementary changes of basis 
The following types of changes of basis are called elementary: 
Type 1: 
1 
f(Xo) = x0, 
o(b,k)= f(xi) = 1, + b&, 




f(X) = [f(Xo),fGLi>l, 2 5 i I n, 
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where I 5 k 5 n, a E C. 
Type 3: 
{ 
fV0) = ax,, 
v(a, b) = f(& ) = b&, 
f(X) = [fWo),f(X-111, 2 5 i I n, 
where a, b E C*. 
The following theorem shows that any element of GL,d( I’) can be presented as a 
product of the elementary changes of basis. Moreover, this presentation can be choose 
in certain order. 
Theorem 1.6. Let f be an element of G&(v). Then f is a product of elementary 
change of basis. 
In fact, f is given by 
f (x0) = a& + al& + . . f + anXn, 
f (5) = bl& + . . . + b&a, 
f(X) = P(f(Xo),f(X-i)), 2 I i I n. 
We can present f as the following product: 
We note that this decomposition is not unique. For example, some products commute. 
We can also have: 
f =z(a,,n) o T(a,_l,n - 1) 0 ... 0 z(ai,l) 
oa(b,,n) o o(bn_-l,n - 1) o ... o a(b2,2) o v(ao,bl), 
f = v(ao, bl ) oq!$n) 0+&&l) 0...0432) 
oq$n) oq..+-l) 0...00($2) or($l), 
f =z(a,,n) 0 z(a,_l,n - 1) 0 ... 0 z(a2,2) 
oo(b,,n) o a(b,_l,n - 1) o ... o a(b2,2) o z(al,l) o v(ao,bl). 
For the proof see [IO]. 
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2. Filiform Lie algebras of dimension m 5 11 
In this section we present the classes of filiform Lie algebras laws of dimension 11 
or less which are classified in the sections below. 
2.1. Filiform Lie algebras of dimension m 5 7 
Atry filiform Lie algebra law of dimension less or equal to 7 is isomorphic to pLg + Y, 
where ,UIJ is the law of L, (n = 2,3,4,5,6) and 
Y = 0 if n=2 or n=3, 
Y = aI,4 Y1,4 if n =4, 
Y = a1,4 y1,4 + q5 R,s + a2,5 Y2,5 if n=5, 
y = al,4 %,4 + aI,5 PI,5 + al,6 Yl,6 + a2,6 Y2,6 if n=6. 
Inversely, for an arbitrary choice of parameters {ak,$}, p. + Y is a Lie algebra law. 
2.2. Fihiform Lie algebras of dimension 8 
Any filiform Lie algebra law of dimension 8 is isomorphic to p. + Y where p. is 
the law of L7 and 
y=al,4 yl,4 + al,5 $5 f al,6 yl,6 + al,7 Yl,7 
+ a2,6 y2,6 + a2,7 y2,7 
+ a3,7 1y,7. 
Inversely, ,UO + Y is a Lie algebra law if and only if 
a3,7 (2 al,4 + a2,6) = 0. 
This polynomial relation can be obtained from Jacobi’s relation for p, that is the relation 
YoY=O. 
2.3. Filijorm Lie algebras of dimension 9 
Any nlifotm Lie algebra law of dimension 9 is isomorphic to p. + Y where p. is 
the law of Lx and 
y=ai,4 yi,4 + al,5 yl,5 + al,6 yl,6 + al,7 %,7 + al,8 %,8 
+ a2,6 ‘y2,6 + a2,7 y2,7 + a2,8 Y2,8 
+ a3,8 ‘y3,8. 
Inversely, ~0 + Y is a Lie algebra law if and only if 
- 3a%6 + a2,6a3,8 + 2a1,@3,g = 0. 
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This polynomial relation is equivalent to Jacobi’s identity p o p = 0. In fact, ~1 o /A = 0 
if and only if (Y o Y)(Xt,&,Xs)=O. The last relation gives (1). 
2.4. Filiform Lie algebras of dimension 10 
Any filiform Lie algebra law of dimensional 10 is isomorphic to p. + Y where ,UO 
is the law of Lg and 
lyzal,4 fl,4 + aI,5 fl,S + al,6 yl,6 + al,7 yl,7 + al,* yl,* + a1,9 yl,9 
+ a2,6 %,6 + a2,7 %,7 + a2,8 ‘Y2,8 + a2,9 Y2,9 
+ a3,8 !%8 + a3,9 5,9 
+ a4,10 %, 10. 
Inversely, PO + Y is a Lie algebra law if and only if 
-3a& + a2,6 a3,8 + 2a1,4 a3,8 = 0, 
2a1,4 a3,9 + 3% a3,8 - 7a2.6 a2,7 
+a2,6a3,9+3a2,7a3,8 -a4,9(a2,8+&,6)=0, 
a4,9@%4 - a2,6 - a3,8> = 0. 
(2) 
In fact, Y o Y = 0 if and only if 
(Y 0 !f%Xl,&,&)=A(ak,s)X8 +B(a,+)X9=0, 
(Y 0 W~1,&,x4) = C(a.k,,W9 = 0, 
where A(ak,,), B(ak,,) and C(ak,,) are the respective polynomials of (2). 
The set A410 of the sequences of parameters verifying (2) may be presented as 
Mto=Mrto UMf, UM~, UMfo UMf,, with M;‘, nMi,=O (if i fj) 
where 
M:O = {{ak,s) EM : a2,6 # -2a1,4, a4,9 =o}, 
M?o = {{aks) EM : al,4 = a2,6 = a3,8 = a4,9 = o}, 
No = {{aks) EM : al,4 = a2,6 = a4,9 = 0, aI,5 = - a2,7, a3,8 # o}, 
Mf, = {{aks) EM : a4,9 # 0, a2,6 = - a&4, a3,8 = 3a1,4, 
al,4(%,5 + 16a2,7 + a3,9) - a4,9(%6 + a2,8)=0}, 
M~o = { {ak,s} EA4 : a 1,4 = a2,6 = a3,8 # 0, a4,9 # 0, 
al,4(%,5 - 4a2,7 + 3a3,9) - a4,9@1,6 + a2,8>=0}. 
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Remark 2. Let {ak,s} EIV:,. Then we can express a3,s and a3,9 by the other parameters 
a3,8 = 
34,6 
%,4 + a2,6’ 
a3,9 = 
14a1,4a2,6a2,7 - 2a$6a2,7 - gal,5 a;,6 
@al,4 + a2,6j2 
2.5. Filiform Lie algebras of dimension 11 
hY fdiform Lie algebra law of dimension 11 is isomorphic to pO + ‘y where PO is 
the law of LIO and 
Y=al,4fl,4+a1,5 fl,5 +al,6 fl,6+a1,7 Yl,7 +al,g Yl,8+Ul,9 y1,9 +c.I~,~O yl,lo 
+ a2,6 %,6 + a2,7 %,7 + a2,8 %,8 + a2,9 %,9 + U2,lo !?2,10 
+ a3,8 %,8 + a3,9 %,9 + a3,lO ‘Y,lO 
+ a4,10 %,10. 
Inversely, po + Y is a Lie algebra law if and only if 
-3a& -k %,4a3,8 + a2,6a3,8 = 0, 
-4a2,6a3,8 + 6d8 + 2@,4a4,10 - @2,6a4,10 - a3,8a4,10=% 
-7a2,6a2,7 + %5a3,8 + 3a2,7a3,8 + %,4U3,9 + a2,6a3,9 = 0, (3) 
-4ai.7 - 8a2,@2,8 + %,6a3,8 + 6a2,8a3,g + 3a1,5a3,9 
+3a2,7a3,9 + 2al,4a3,10 + a2,6a3,10 - h1,6a4,10 - a2,@4,10 = 0. 
Now, the set Ml 1 of the sequences of parameters verifying (3 ) may be presented as 
Ml = fiM;;1, with M;‘, n M{‘l = 0 (if i # j), 
i=l 
where 
MA = {{akS} EM : a2,6 # -%,4, al,4 # fa2,6), 
@l = {%}EM: a4,lO # 0, al,4=a2,6=a3,8=0, 
a2,8 = 
k,5a3,9 - %,6a4,10 + 3a2,la3,9 - 4& 
, 
a4,10 
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M?l = {ak,s}EM: a3,9 # 0, al,4=a2,6=a3,8=U4,10=0, 
al,5 = 
-3a2,7a3,9 - 4a$,7 
3a3,9 
3 
A4fl = { {qs} E A4 : a 1,4 = a2,6 = a2,7 = a3,8 = a3,9 = a4,lO = o), 
@I = {Ck,s} EM : a3,8 # 0, @,4 = a2,6 = 0, a4,10 = 6a3,8, 
a2,7 = - alJT al,6 = 




&,4 + a2,6 ’ 
a3,9 = 
a2,6(-%,5 a2,6 + I%,4 a2,7 - 2a2,6 a2,7) 




2 @al,4 + a2,6)3h,42 - a2,62)’ 
a4,10 = 
3(4a1,4 - 7a2,61a2,63 
2(%,4 + a2,6)(@,42 - a2,62)’ 
where 
Q = 54q42 a1,52 a2,62 - 48al,43 al,6 a2,62 + 24al,42 al,6 a2,63 - 54a1,52 a2,64 
-=I,4 @,6a2,64 - 18al,6 a2,65 - f%,43a1,5a2,6a2,7 +66~,4~al,5a2,6~a2,7 
+8%4 al,5 a2,63 a2.7 - 66al,5 a2,64 a2,7 + 32a1,44 a2,72 - 52a1,43 a2,6 a2,72 
-12q42 a2,62 a2,72 + 52q4 a2,63 a2,72 + 64a1,44 a2,6 a2,8 - 20a2$i4 a2,72 
-8q43 a2,62 a2,8 - 60a1,42 a2,63 a2,8 - 22a1,4 a2,64 a2,8 - a2,65 a&8. 
3. On the classification of the filiform Lie algebras 
Here, we consider some properties of elementary change of basis and a description of 
classification’s method for an 11 -dimensional filiform Lie algebra given in an adapted 
basis. In the smaller dimensions the properties and methods are similar. 
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3.1. Elimination of parameters 
On dimension 11, filiform Lie algebra law p can be given by its matrix of coefficients 
A= 
al,4 al,5 al,6 al,7 aI,8 q9 q1o 
a2,6 a2, I a2,8 a2,9 a2,lo 
a3,8 a3,9 a3,10 
a4,10 
verifying the relation (3) and belonging to one and only one of the sets Mi, with 
i= 1,2,3,4,5. 
We consider the following typical case: 
at,, # 0, al,4 = . e . = al,,_1 = 0, 
a2,f # 0, a&6 = '. . = q-1 = 0; 
a3,j=Q,j=O, if j 5 t, 
where4<s<t<n. 
We shall see how acts the elementary changes of bases on the low p given by the 
matrix A. 
Application of the change of basis ~(b2,2) gives the new law B = {bk,m} with 
bl,t = al,, + b%,6, bl,j = al,j if j < t, 
h,t = qt. 
Applications of the changes of basis cr(bk, k) for 3 5 k 5 8 gives the new law 
B = {b+} with 
bl,t+k-3 = al,t+k-3 + bk pk, 
bl,i = a~,~, if i < t + k - 3, 
&,t = qt, 
where Pk is a polynomial depending of a2,t, u3,[, a4,1o, where U~,J is the first non-null 
element of the third line of the matrix A (if it exists). 
Application of the change of basis r(ar, 1) gives the new law B = { bk,m} with 
bl,i =at,i, if s<i<2s-3, 
bl,a-3 = al+3 - (s - 2)alal,,, 
b2.j = az,j, if t<j<t+s-3, 
&+t--3 = qs+t--3 - (t - 3)alq, az,t, 
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if s < t - 2, with 
bl,i =ai,i, if S 5 i <S + t - 5, 
h,t+s-5 = a1,t+s-5 + 
(s - 3)(s - 4) alal s) 
2 
bz,zt--5 = az,zt--5 + 




b2,j = az,j, if t < j < 2t - 5, 
if s > t - 2 and with 
bl,i =~l,i, if s 5 i < 2~ - 3, 
b1,2s--3 = al,Zs-3 + 
s2 - 8s + 14 
2 
UlQ,S, 
kt--5 = qzt--5 + 
(t - 3)(t - 4) 
2 
ai,, - (t - 3)qSa2,t 
> 
al, 
b2,j = az,j, if t 5 j < 2t - 5, 
if s = t - 2. 




Conclusion 1. Using the change of basis r(at, 1) we can eliminate the parameters 
~~1,2~--3 (or ~21,~+~-5 ifs > t - 2) by choosing an appropriate value for at. In this case 
the values of parameters al,.+, a1,5,. . . ,a1,2~_4 remain unchanged. 
Conclusion 2. Using the changes of basis o(bk,k) we can eliminate the parameters 
al,,, qt+1,. * * 9 al,, excepting the same cases where the polynomial fi is zero. 
Conclusion 3. Using the change of basis v(a, b) we can transform two non-zero coef- 
ficients ak,m and ar,t with m - 2k # t - 2r to 1. 
Remark 4. In some cases we can eliminate some of the parameters al,i (or az,j) 
which cannot be eliminated by the change of basis o(Cq, k) by using the change of 
basis z(ak,k) with k > 2. 
Remark 5. If us,1 # 0 we can use the change of basis $bk, k) to eliminate the param- 
eters a2,i, a2,1+1, . . . , ~2,~. In this case we cannot eliminate the corresponding parameters 
of the first line of the matrix A. 
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Remark 6. In the non-typical cases the properties of elementary changes of basis are 
similar, but some particularities could appear (see Example 3.2). 
Remark 7. If all non-zero elements of the matrix A have the same homogeneity, 
i.e., m - 2k - 1 = t - 2r - 1 if agm # 0 and a,, # 0, then we can transform only one 
element of A (if A # 0) to 1. 
3.2. Method of class@cation 
We apply the following scheme: 
1. Consider one of sets Mi:, . 
2. Consider the regular case, that is the case given by the condition: the first free 
elements (non-depending of the others elements) of some line of A belonging to A4;, 
to be non-zero. 
3. Using the elementary change of basis v(a,b) we transform two (one in the ho- 
mogeneous case) of non-zero coefficients to 1. 
4. We apply successively the elementary change of basis and eliminate the maximal 
possible parameters. If it is necessary certain open conditions (inequalities) for elimi- 
nation of some parameters we make these conditions. Elimination of parameters must 
be ordered in manner that eliminated parameters remain zero in the following changes 
of basis. 
5. We note all possible changes of basis which conserve the transformed to 1 and 
annulled parameters. 
6. We consider successively the non-regular cases by transformation of considered 
inequalities in equalities and apply the process of elimination of parameters. 
Remark 8. In certain cases we use a product of two elementary change of basis for 
elimination of two parameters (see Example 3.1). 
In order to illustrate the method we consider two examples. The first is a regular 
case and the second is a “less” typical case. 
Example 3.1. Let p = ~0 + Y be a filiform Lie algebra law given by its matrix A E IV:, 
and let aI,4 # 0, a&6 # 0. 
We can suppose that aI,4 = 1 (by application of v(a,b)). We can suppose also that 
the coefficients a3,g, as,g, a3,10, aa, are expressed by the others (see Remark 3). 
We consider some of the new coefficients obtained after application of elementary 
changes of basis to the law p: 
o(ai, 1): 
h,4 = al,4 = 1; 
b2,6 = a2,6; 
h,5 = al,5 - al; 
b2,7 = a2,7 - 3@1a2,6 + 3al a$6. 
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a(a2,2): 
bl,i =al,i, i = 4,5,6,7; b1,8 =u1,g + u: 
h,i =a2,i, i = 6,7,8,9; 
-4 + - - + + b2,lo = a2,10 + 3a2az,6 4a2,6 5az,, 746 34, 7a:,6 
(2 + a2,6j2@;,6 - l> 
4a3,3): 
bl,i = al,i, i = 4,5,6; b1,7 = al,7 + 3a3a2,6, 
b2,i = a2,i, i = 6,7,8; 
9a3ai 6 
b2.9 = a2,9 + L. 
2 + a2,6 
da4,4) : 
bl,i = al,i, i=4,5,6,7; b1,8=&,8 +2a1(702,6 - $). 
b2,i = a2,i, i = 6,7,8,9; bz,lo=qlo+3a4 
( 
4a;, 6 c4 - 7a2,6) a:,6 
2 + a2,6 (2 + a2,6j2(1 - $6) ). 
o(a5,5): 
bl,i =al,i, i = 4,5,6,7,8,10; h,9 = al,9 + loal, a2,6 
(a2,6 - 1j2 
2 + a2.6 ’ 
b2,i =az,i, i=6,7,8,9,10. 
da6,6): 
bl,i =al,i, i = 4,5,6,7,8,9; 
h,lo = al, 10 + 3a6a2,6 
16 - 44a2,6 - 53~~16 + 5dj6 - 21& 
(2 + a2,6)3(1 - $6) ’ 
bz,i=az,i, i=6,7,8,9,10. 
@2,2) : 
h,i =al,i, i=4,5; b1,6 = al,6 + b&2,6, 
b2, i = a2, i, i=6,7; 
3a: 6 
b2,g =a&8 + b; L. 
2 + a2,6 
@3,3) : 
bl,i = al,iy i = 4,5; b1,6 = al,6 - 2b3a2,6, 
b2,i = a2,i, i=6,7; 
a; 6 
b2,8 =a2,8 + 6b3 _1_. 
2 + a2,6 
T(h, 4) : 
bl,i=al,ip i=4,5,6; b1,7 = aI,7 - 3b@2,6, * 
b2,i = a2,i, i = 6,7,8; 
a; 6 
b2,9 =a2,9 - 9b4 A. 
2 + a2.6 
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7(b5,5): 
bl,i = al,i, i =4,5,6,7; bl,g = al,8 + 2bsa2,6 
3a2 6 
-2 + ( 
2 + a2,6 ’ 
b2,i=a2,i, i=6,7,8,9; b2,lo=a2,10+3bSag6 
+ (4 - 7U2,6)U2,6 
’ 2 + a2,6 (2+a2,6j2(1 - ui,6) 
@6,6) : 
bl,i=Ul,i, i=4,5,6,7,8; bl,g=a1,9+5b6U2,6 -1+ 
3a2 6 
L 9 
2 + a2,6 > 
b2,i=Uz,i, i=6,7,8,9,10. 
r(b7,7) : 
bl,i = al,i, i = 4,5,6,7,8,9; 
h, 10 = al, 10 + % a2,6 
-8+10az,6+lla;,6- 3a:6 - 7ai,6 
(2 + a2,6j2 (1 - a; 6) 
, 
b2,i = a2,i, i = 6,7,8,9,10. 
We apply successively o(al,l),~(b3,3),~(bq,4),(~(a~,2) o z(bs,5) (if @,6#4 and 
@,6 # 4/7), Z(bg, 6); T(b7,7) (if -8 + 10 a’&6 + 11 a;,6 - 3 a;,6 - 7 a;,6 # 0) Or ‘4a6,6) 
(if -8 + lOa& + 11 ai,6 - 3 ai,6 - 7 a;,6 = 0 and a2,6 # 417). Then we can eliminate 
the parameters q5, @,6, q7, q8, a1,9, a1,lo. 
If a 2,6 =4 or a2,6 =4/7, we apply z(b5,5) (and not apply a(a2,2) 0 z(b5,5)) and 
)t eliminate we can eliminate U&lo, but We Cannot eliminate qg. If a2,6 =4/7 We CamC 
al, 10. 
1. Finally, we have the laws pil, pfl, &1 and P;‘~ described in Theorem 4. 
Example 3.2. Let ,U = p. + Y, where 
In this case Y EM:,. We can suppose that ai,8 = QJO = 1 (if it is necessary, we can 
apply the change of basis v(a, b)). 
We consider the non-trivial elementary changes of basis (the omitting parameters 
remain unchanged): 
h,lo =a~10 - 4~1 a3,9; b3,1o = a3,10 + al a3,9. 
@2,2): 
b2,9 = a2,9 + bi a3,9; b2,lo=a2,10 - @3,9; b3, lo = a3, lo + b:. 
Z(b3,3): 
h,9 =q9+bt a3,9; b2,9 = a2,9-2 b3 a3,9; b2,lo = a2,lofb:; b,lo=a3,lor2b3. 
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7(b4,4): 
h, 10 = al, 10 + b;; b2,10 = a2,10 - 3 b4 a3,9. 
T(b5,5): 
bu = aI,9 + 2 b5 a3,9; b2,lo = ~2, lo + 2 b5 a3,9. 
$brs, 6): 
h,lo = al, lo + 5 b6 a3,9. 
@4,4): 
h,lo=qlo -2b7. 
We aPPb successively $b2,2), dal, I), z(b5,5), z(b4,4), T(b7,7), and we can elim- 
inate the Parameters a2,9, a3,10, al,9, u2,lo, qlo. Then, we have 
p = PO + y11,8 + a y3,9 + %,lO, 
where ~1 E C\ (0). This is a law ,u~I) in the list of Theorem 4.1. 
Let (r be a change of basis conserving the annulated and transformed to 1 parameters, 
that is 
a(~o+~l,8+~~,9+~,10)=~o+~l,8+~~3,9+~4,10. 
It is clear that 0 = v(+ b) with a4 = 1, b = a2. We have 
~0+~1,8+~~,9+~,10~~0+ %,8+bY/3,9+Y4,lo 
if and only if P=Ea, where c4= 1. 
4. Classification 
4.1. ClassiJication’s theorem 
Theorem 4.1. Every m-dimensional complex filiform Lie algebra law, with m 5 11, 
is isomorphic to a law ,uk of the following List of Laws. The laws &, and pA are not 
isomorphic for i # j. Two laws of the same family p;(Q) and pk(sZ’), with r;2 # Q’, 
are also non-isomorphic excepting the cases described in Remark 9. 
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Dimension 6. 
& PO + Yl,4 
& PO + Yl,5 
& PO + Y2,5 
&: PO + Yl,4 + y2,5 
Dimension 7. 
PL:: PO + Yl,S 
$1 PO + Yl,6 
PLjf: PO + Yl,S + Yl,6 
PL:: PO + Yl,4 
& PO + Yl,4 + Yl,6 
cl:: PO + Yl,S + Y2,6 
,$ PO + aYl,4 + Y2,6 
Dimension 8. 
Pi: PO + Yl,4 + a Yl,5 - 2 Y2,6 + YyJ 
& /h + Yl,5 + a Yl,6 + Y3,7 
CL;: PO + Yl,6 + Y3,7 
& PO + Y3,7 
d: ~O+~Yl,4fY2,6+Y2,7, LX#O 
& PO + a Yl,4 + Y2,6 
k$ PO + Yl,, + Y2,6 
pi: PO + Yl,4 + a Yl,6 + Y2,7 
d: PO + a Ul,,5 + Yl,6 f Y2,7 
&O: PO + u. Yl,5 + Y2,7 
.#: PO + Cf Yl,4 + Yl,6 + Yl,7 
1-1i2: PO + Yl,4 + Yl,6 
Pi3: PO + Yl,4 + Yl,, 
d4: PO + Yl,4 
pA5: PO + Yl,, + Yl,6 
#: PO + ‘f/l,5 
Pi71 PO + Yl,6 
Pi*: PO + Yl,7 
PA9: PO 
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Dimension 9. 
& PO + y1,4 + m Y2,6 + g Y3,8, a# -2 
pi’ PO + yl,4 + y11,8 + 4 Y2,6 -k CI Y2,7 + fi y2,g + 8 Iy3,* 
d: ~O+yl,4+KY1,8+4~2,6+~~2,~+~~3,8 
& PO + yl,4 + yl,8 + 4 &,fj + 8 ‘y3,g 
& ~O+yl,5+~2,6+~~2,~+3~3,~ 
& 10 f y2,6 + %,, + 3 !&,s 
p;: PO + y,,, + 3 Y&g 
do: PO + K %,5 + p yl,6 + 1y2,7 + ‘y3,8, f~# 1, -f 
dl: PO + YI,S + C! yl,6 -I- Y2,7 + fi Y2,8 + ‘$X3,* 
d2: PO + + ‘1,s + 01 yl,6 + ‘y2,7 + fi Y2,8 f y3,g 
d3: PO + y1,5 + z Yl,6 + \y3,f, 
d4: PO + ul,,, + @I y11,7 + Y3,8 
Pi5: I*0 + y1,7 + Y3,8 
PC I-lo + %,a 
d7: I*0 + ul,,4 + a Yl,6 -k Y&7 + fi Y2,, 
pig: ho + c( y1,4 + fl Yl,6 + Yl,, + Y,,, 
d9: PO + Y1,4 + a Yl,6 + Y,,, 
do’ PO f a yl,5 4 p Yl,6 + Y&7 $ Y2,g 
P?: PO + a Y1,5 + Yl,fj + Y2,7 
Pi21 PO + a Y1,5 + Y2,7 
d3: PO + yl,5 + a Yl,6 + Y2,* 
d4: PO + a Yl,6 + Yl,7 i- Y2,8 
p;5: 110 + a Yl,6 + Y&8 
d6: PO + a Yl,4 + Yl,6 $ Yl,7 + fi Yl,s 
d’: PO + Yl,4 + Yl,6 + a YQ 
/-e PO + a Yl,4 + Yl,7 + Y,,g 
Pi9: PO + Yl,4 + Yl,7 
/-$O: PO + Yl,4 + Yl,8 
$: PO + Yl,5 + Yl,6 + Ci Yl,g 
$: PO + lu,,, + %,8 
d3: PO + q5 
d4: PO + %,6 + Yl,8 
CL;‘: PO + ul,,, 
$6: PO + %,7 
d7: PO + Yl,8 
d8: PO 
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Dimension 10. 
&i ~O+yl,4+GIY2,6+~2,7+~~2,8+$~3,g++$y3,8, a# -2 
do: PO + yl,4 + @i y2,6 + Y2,8 + j? !?2,9 + $ !$$, u# -2 
dOI PO + fl,4 + @I y2,6 + Y2,9 + g Y3,8, Lxf -2 
do: PO + y11,4 + a Y2,6 + $ Y3,8, ct# -2 
dOI PO + fl,4 + yl,6 + CI Y2,7 + p Y2,8 + 7 Iy2,9 
do: PO + fl,4 + g yl,6 + Yl,7 + ,b y2,8 + y y2,9 
do: PO + y11,4 + x yl,6 + fi Yl,7 + yl,8 +y y2,9 
do: PO + y1,4 +x y11,6 + b Yl,,+ y yl,8 + yp9 
do: PO + y1,5 + y2;,6 + M. Y2,8 + 3 Y3,, - 9 Y3,9 
&? PO + y2,6 + 'y2,8 + 3 Y3,8 
r&b ,&l + Y&6 + 3 Y3,8 
do': PO + fl,4 + Yl,g f4 Y 2>6 + c1 Iy2,7 + b 'k2,8 + 8 Y3,g + y Y3,9, a#0 
&+ PO + y1,4 + Yl,8 + 4 Y L6 + a Iy2,8 + p y2,9 + 8 Y3,8 f y 'Y3,9 
& ~O+yl,4+~,9+~Z,6+~'Y2,7+~~2,8+~3,8+~~3,9, Gl#O 
di: PO + yl,4 + fl,9 + 'y2,6 + a 1y2,8 + fi y2,9 + y3,8 + y y3,9 
pio6' PO + 'I,4 + 4 'y2,6 + y2,7 + @L Y2,8 + B Y2,9 + EIy3,8 + $ y3,9 
M;,: 
p1’:: PO + rYI fl,5 + b Yl,6 + 7 Y2,7 + y2,8 + 'y3,9 
pii' PO + a fl,5 + fi Yl,6 + y Y2,7 + 6 Y2,8 + Iy2,9 + y3,9, 
where Y(-6y3+~2+4ay2+2ccy-3a2)=~ 
di: PO + c( fl,5 + fl,6 + fi Y2,7 + Y3,9 
&' PO + c( fl,5 + P fl,6 + Yl,9 i- i Y2,7 + y Y2,8 + '$Q 
11::: PO + w fl,5 + tl Yl,6 + Yl,9 + 3 ’ y2,7 + b y2,8 •k "j Y2.9 -k Y3,9, r#O 
&:Po+~ , , 2-Jzi ‘1 5 +’ ul, 6 + fl,9 + ; Y2,7 + fi Y2,8 + Y y2,9 + y3,9, Y#O 
&: PO + a Yl,5 + p Y2,7 + Y3,9 
&’ CLO+01~,6+~,7+P'Y2,8fY'Y2,9fY3,9, P#() 
d;: PO + cI fl,5 + y11,6 + p Yl,8 + !&9 
d,6: PO + cI y11,6 + fi,7 + fl Yl,8 + !?3,9 
do': PO + y11,8 + Y3,9 
&: PO + a fl,5 + p Yl,6 + Y2,7 + Y2,8 
diz PO + a fl,5 -k Yl,6 -k Y2,7 
PL:Z: PO + u y11,5 + Y2,7 
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&: /@ + Y/1,5 + a lf1,6 + p w,,g + 7 !&9 
&: h’ + a yl,6 + yl,7 + y&8 + p y2,9 
CL:;: PO f a yl,, + y2,, + y&9 
&: PO + a y1,6 + y&8 
CL::: PO + c( ‘y,5 + yl,6 -k- /? y1,8 + y&9 
do6: PO f a yl,6 + p y1,7 + y1,s + y2,9 
&: PO + a Yl,7 + Y&9 
PL::: PO + yl,S + yl,6 + Ct y/1,8 + fi y1,9 
CL%: PO + Yl,S + Yl,8 + a Y/1,9 
CL% PO + y1,5 + Yl,9 
PL:$ IJO + Yl,S 
d;: PO + yl,6 + yl,7 + Ct yl,8 
& PO + yl,6 + y1,S 
&: PO + yl,6 
4% PO + y1,7 + Yl,S + o! Yl,9 
4:: PO + y1,7 + Yl,9 
&$ PO + Yl,7 
4:: PO + Yl,S + Yl,9 
&: PO + Yl,S 
$8: PO + Y1,9 
& PO 
Mfo: 
&b PO + yl,5 + a yl,6 - y2,7 + y3,* + p y3,9 
di: PO + fl,6 + a yl,7 + y3,8 
&b PO + y11,7 + y3,8 
&: PO + y&8 
Mf,: 
d:: ~0+y1,4-y2,6+~y2,7+~y~,~+~ y~,~+3 y3,,_t(~_16a)y3,9+y4,9, fl_#o 
cl:;: Po+yl,4+2y 1~5-y2,6+~y2,8+~y~,9+3Y~,~+(a-l~)y3,9+y4,9, a#() 
cl::: PO+ y1,4+2 y 1~5-y7-,6-6yZ,7fCIY~,8+~Y~,9+3Y3,8+(a+78)y3,9+y4,9 
di’ ~O+y1,5+~yl,6+~y~,7-2~y~,~+y4,9, /j#o 
I& PO +y1,5 + a yl,6 - 2 CC y&8 f p y3,9 f y4,9 
&: PO + yl,S + a yl,6 + 3 yl,7 - 2 U y2,8 + y4,9 
4;: PO + y1,5 + Q yl,6 + 3 Y,,7 - 2a Y*,* + 3 ‘y3,$ + y4,9 
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& PO + Ct w,,, + %,8 + !i?4,9 
& PO + a % + 3 y1,7 + %,8 + Y4,9, a#0 
dir PO + y11,6 + a y2,7 - 2 Y2,t3 + p !&9 + y4,9 
d:: PO + ’ yl,6 + y1,7 + p yl,8 - 2 c( !&8 + yd,q 
CL;;: PO + %,9 
AL;,: 
di’ PO + ‘lj4 + Iy2,6 + Cd y2,7 + /? y2,8 + y Y2,9 $ !&,8 + y y3,9 + y4,9 
d:: PO+ y1,4+2y1,5+ y2,6+~Y2,7+BY2,8+)‘y2,9+ &8+F ‘y3,9+Iyq,9 
Dimension 11. 
M:l : We Whose here that the coefficients U3,8, U3,9, U3, 1o andU4, 1o in the laws $1 
with 11i17 are expressed by the other coefficients using the formulas of Remark 3. 
+U4,10 %,10 Uf - &*I, f and y=O; or M= t and y#o 
&: PO + ‘1,4 + fl,S +4Y2,6 +aY2,7 +jyj;,8 +Qg y3,8 +Q~ y3,9 +a3,10 Iy3,10 
+ U4,lO %,lO 
dl: PO + ‘1,4 + y11,8 + @L yl,lO + + Y2,6 + p y2,7 + y y2,8 + U3,8 y3,8 + U3,9 y3,9 
+ U3,lO %, 10 + U4, lo ‘I/,,10 
&: ~o+y1,4+Y1,1~+~~,6+~Y2,7+~Y2,8+~3,8Y3,8+~3,9Y3,9+u3,10Y3,10 
+ U4,lO Y4,lO 
dl: ~0+y1,4+CIy2,6+%,8+BY2,9+a3,8 Y3,8+a3,9 Y3,9+a3,10 Y3,10+u4,10 Y4,10, 
a#-2,fl 
&: PO + Yl,4 + a Y 2,6 + %9 + U3,8 5,s + U3,9 Y3,9 + u3,10 Y3,,o + a4,10 y4,10, 
a#-2,fl 
p:1: PO + y1,4 + u y2,6 + U3,8 Y3,8 + U4,lo y4,lo, cc#-2,fl 
pf1’ PO + ‘1,4 + m yl,6 + Y2,7 + @ Y2,8 + 7 Y2,9 + 6 ‘$J2,10 + 2y3,10 
dl: PO + y1,4 + fX yl,6 + p Yl,7 + !&8 + y y2,9 + 6 y2,10 
pi:: PO + ‘1,4 + @! yl,6 + p Yl,7 + y !&,8 + !?2,9 + 6 ‘k2,10 
di: PO + ‘1,4 + cI yl,6 + B Yl,7 + y !?1,8 + 6 yl,9 + &lo 
pi:: PO + y1,4 + yl,6 + M y11,7 + p Yl,8 + 7 yl,9 + 6 yl,lo 
pi:: PO + y1,4 + y1,7 + u Yl,8 + p Yl,9 + y yl,lo 
d;: PO + y1,4 + yl,8 + C! Yl,9 + 6 Y,,lo 
PC PO + y11,4 + Y&9 + a Y1,*0 
I*::: PO + y11,4 + Yl,lO 
4:: PO + Yl,4 
di: PO + ‘1,s + @2,6 + y2,8 + BY2,lo + 3c(Y3,8 + 9 Y4,10 
&: PO + ‘125 + yl,lo + ; ‘y2,6 + M’Y2,8 + /?&JO + $a’y3,8 + $ y4,10 
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df: PO + yl,5 + ay2,6 + y2,lO + 3c(Y3,8 + yY4,,0 
dk PO + Yl,5 + ay2,6 + 3xY3,8 + ?j Y4,lO 
pi:: PO + Iy2,6 + y2,8 + @y2,9 + fiY2,10 + 3Y3,8 + ;Y3,10 + yY4,,0 
pi:: PO + Y2,6 + y2,9 + ay2,lO + 3Y3,x + yY4,,0 
pi;: PO + y2,6 + 3Y3,8 + +Y4,10 
AI;, : 
&’ PO + YI,S + aYl,6 + fiy2,7 + (-4p2 + 3/$’ f 3y)Y2,8 + yY2,9 + 6Y3,9 + ‘&JO 
&: ~O+y~,5+ay1,6+~~l,7+~~2,7+~~(~-~)~2,8+~’y2,9+6~3,9+‘y4,1o, fi#o 
d:: ~O+yl,5+cly1,6+~~1,9+~~2,7+~(~2+~~)~2,8+~~2,9+~~~3,9+~4,lo, j#o 
P:;: ~o+Yl,5+~Yl,6+BYl,7+yY~,9+3Y2,7+36Y2,8+~Y2,9+6Y3,9+Y4,1o, j,y#O 
PLTi: PO + Y1,5 + aY1,6 + (3Y - 2c()Y2,8 + bY2,9 + yY3,9 + 8Y3,10 + Y4,10 
PL:?: PO+ yl,5+~fl,6+bYl,8+yY2,10+ $Y3,9+6Y3,10+ Y4,10, B#O 
d1’: ~O+Yl,6+ayl,9+~Y2,7+(-~-~~2+3~~)Y2,8+~Y~,9+6Y~,lO+Y4,l0, fl#(J 
pi:’ PO + Yl,6 + afl,9 $- pY2,7 + (-2 - 4p2 + 3/+)Y2,8 •/- yY2,9 + 6Y3,9 + 6Y3,lO 
+ Y4,10, Y#O 
dir PO + yl,6 +xYl,7 -2Y2,8 +8Y2,9 +yY3,9 $ Y4,10, r/o,*1 
Pi?: 110 + Y1,6 + @Y1,7 - 2Y2,S + pY2,9 + 6Y3,lO + Y4,10, P,S#O 
d:: ~O+yl,6+CI~l,7--2’Y2,8+~~2,9+~~3,9+~~3,10+~4,10, y=fl 
d? PO + yl,6 + ayl,7 - 2’Y2,8 f /??2,9 $ Y4,10, B#O 
$: ,h + yl,6 f aYl,7 - 2%,8 + Y4,lO 
pi;: PO + %,7 + ayl,S + flY3,9 + Y4,10, P#O 
&: PO + yl,7 + ayl,S + p%,9 + “$Y2,9 + ‘Y4,10 
&: PO + y11,8 + afl,9 + %,10, a#0 
&: PO + %,S + ayl,9 + plu,,, + ‘y4,10 
cl;:: 110 + y1,9 + %,lO 
di’ PO + y2,7 + (-4 + 38)y2,8 + @Y2,9 + p’Y3,9 + y’Y3,10 + ‘Y4,lO 
& PO + ctyi,9 + y2,7 + 2’y2,8 + pY2,9 + 2’Y3,9 + y!?3,10 i- ‘Y4,10 cl#o 
P;‘:: PO + e,9 + q10 
/$: PO + a!‘?,9 + y2,9 + %,I0 
&: PO + fi,lO 
M;, : 
#: kh + (-3P + 482)y1,5 + ayl,6 + p’u,,, + ‘y2,8 + !#!3,9 
d?: PO + (-3a + 4a2)y1,5 + Y1,6 •k @Y2,7 -k ‘Y3,9 
PL::: PO +(-3a + 4E2)Yl,5 + clY2,7 + Y3,9 
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P-1:;: PO + (-3a + 42)Q + CX!P~,~ + UY~,~ + fiy2,8 + y2,9 + yj,9, 
where a E C such that 3Q _ 43a + 16 = 0 
& PO + + yl,S + aYl,6 + Yl,9 + ; Y2,7 + BY2,* + Y3,9 
G’ PO $- gyl,6 + i Yz,7 + fiYz,g + Y2,9 + Y3,9 
df: PO + Yl,6 + MYl,, + BY2,8 + yY2,, + Y3,9 + JY3,10 
d:: PO+ Yl,6+~Yl,7+~Y~,g + Y3,9+yY3,10, fi#() 
2:: PO + Yl,7 + aY?_,g + fiY2,9 + Y3,9 + yY3,10 
d:: PO + y1,7 + zYl,8 + Y3,9 + BY3,10, 
a # 0 
Pi;: PO + Yl,S + Y3,9 + aY3,10 
cl:;: PO + Y3,9 + Y3,lO 
11::: PO + Y3,9 
lblp1: 
&: PO + y1,5 + aYl,6 + pY2,8 + yY2,9 + dY2,10 + Y3,10, P#O 
pf:: PO + ayl,5 + pYl,6 + Yl,lO + ;Y2,8 + Y’Y~,~ + hY2,10 + Y3,,o 
& PO + ayl,5 + fiYl,, + YYl,, + Y2,9 + dY2,10 + Y3,10, 
a f 0 
#: PO + yl,5 + aYl,6 + pY,,g + yYl,9 + Y3,10 
8: PO + yl,5 + NY],6 + Y2,8 + bY2,9 + yY2,10 
& PO + yl,5 + aYl,6 + flYl,s + Y2,9 + yY2,10 
d:: PO + yl,5 + uYl,6 + bYl,8 + yY,,9 + Y2,10 
d;: PO + yl,5 + Yl,6 + aYl,g + /?Yl,9 + yYl,lo 
d:: PO + Y1,5 + Yl,8 + MY,,9 + BY,,,, 
I-4:: PO + Yl,5 + Yl,9 + CtYlJO 
PC PO + Yl,5 + Yl,lO 
4:: 110 + Yl,S 
d:: PO + Yl,6 + aYl,7 + BY,,, + ~Yz,~ + 6Y2,10 + Y3,10 
df: PO + @Yl,6 + pYl,7 + YYl,, + Y~,cJ + Y3,10 
cl::: PO + Yl,6 + mYl,7 + ,8Yl,g + Y3,10 
pi;: PO + Yl,6 + @Yl,7 + Y&g + By*,9 + yY2,10 
d:: PO + Yl,6 + zYl,7 + /?Yl,g + Y2,9 + yY2,10 
11::: PO + Yl,6 + @-Y&7 + fiYl,g + Y2,10 
d;: PO + Yl,6 + Yl,7 + ctYl,g + fiYl,lO 
d?: PO + Yl,6 + Yl,s + CrYl,lO 
d:: PO + Yl,6 + Yl,lO 
r#: PO + 56 
PE: PO + yl,7 + aY2,g + /?Y2,9 + YY2,lO + Y3,10 
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11;;: PO + MYI, + YLlO + iY12,8 + BY2,9 i- yY2,10 + Y3.10 
I$: tL0 + YL3 + aYl,8 + Y2,9 + pY2,lo + Y3,io 
IL!!: PO + Yl,7 +aY1,s +Bly,,, -t- Y3,10, (a,,l?)#(O,o) 
I*;:: fro + yl,7 + Yl,S + ctY],9 + j?Y,,,o 
$f: PO + Yl,7 + Yl,9 + EYll,lO 
cl;:: /to + Yl,7 + YyI,lO 
gy: PO + Yl,7 
&: PO + Y2.8 + aYz,9 + DY2,lO + Y3,lO 
p;:: PO + cIyl,8 + Y2,9 + pY2,lo + Y3,lO 
$: PO + Yl,S + au/l,9 + Y3,lO 
94. 
&I. Po + Y2,s + Y2,9 + aY2,lo 
$:: PO + Yl,8 + Y&9 + aY2,,o 
$ff: PO + Yl,S -t Y2,lO 
g:: PO + Yl,S 
df: PO + Y2,9 + a’uz,lO i- Y3,io 
$: PO + Yl,9 + Y3,lO 
p;y”: PO + Y2,9 + Y2,lo 
II;:‘: PO + Yl,9 + Y2,lO 
P;y’: PO + Yl,9 
P;:‘: PO + Y3,lO 
104. 
CL11 . PO + Y2,lO 
kg5: PO + Yl,lO 
#: PO 
Mf,: 
g7: PO + y1,5 - fYl,6 - Y2,7 + Y3,8 + aY3,9 + flY3,lo - 
p;I)*: PO + Yl,7 + Y~,s + gY3,9 + 6Y4,lO 
p;y9: PO + Y3,8 + Y3,9 f 6Y4,10 
cf:;‘: PO + Y3,8 i 6Y4,lo 
Remark 9. Let 
and 
P’ = PO + Yk,s + Ym,, + C bi,j!i$,j 
(id 
t 6y-b.10 
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be two filiform Lie algebras with (i,j) # (k,s), (m, t). For a pair (i,j) we denote r(i,j) 
= j - 2i - 1. Let Ir(m,t) - r(k,s)l = q. The laws p and p’ are isomorphic if and only 
if 
bi,j = ai,jerCi,j), where Eq = 1. 
We note that in the dimensions lower than 10 the laws P and $ of the same family, 
in the List of Laws of Theorem 4.1, corresponding to different values of parameters 
are always non-isomorphic. 
4.2. On the others classijications 
In the introduction we noted some errors in the papers [9] and [4]. Here we give 
the concrete remarks about those list. 
List [9]. 
1. We can eliminate the parameter 22 in &‘ll”z. In fact we have another family 
depending of two parameters (see & in List of Laws) that does not appear in [9]. 
2. The Lie algebras laws ,u& ,u; and ,uz in List of Laws do not appear in [9]. 
List [4]. 
1. In [4] the list is huge, but in fact it is incomplete (see item 3 below). For 
example, the 12 families of Lie algebras laws #j2 > P, P70, P74, p7*, pg3, pg6, p90, 
,LL~~, ,u103, p107, ,u117 in [4] can be given as 
al yl,5 + u2 y2,7 + y3,9, al yl,5 + p2,7, 
There are many others similar examples. 
qs. 
2. In some families we can eliminate the parameters. For example, we can elimi- 
nate one of parameters of p29, $3, p64 laws in [4]. 
3. We have some families of Lie algebra laws that do not appear in [4]. For 
example, the families 
& = PO + yl,5 + a%,6 + By2,7 - 2ay2,8 + y4,9, 
di = PO + yl,5 + ayl,6 - 2a’Y2,8 + py3,9 + ‘kb,9, 
do6 = PO + ayl,6 + %,7 + pul,,, - 2uy2,8 + y4,9. 
Remark 10 The computations on the polynomial as well as the adapted changes of 
bases were computers assisted. Specifically, we used the computer software system and 
language Mathematics. 
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